Product Data

SUKUP JR’s

Universal Absorbent Pads

SUKUP JR’s are the quick and easy
way of cleaning up messes due to
machinery leaks and container spills.
Just put a SUKUP JR down and
watch it rapidly absorb a variety of
fluids - solvents, water-based liquids,
oils, acids, caustics and other nonaggresive spills. Perforations in each
SUKUP JR allow the pad to be torn
into different sizes based upon the
job application. There is no messy
clean-up - just replace the saturated
SUKUP JR with a fresh one after each
application.

Advantages of Using SUKUP JR‘s
Over Traditional Absorbents:

4 Absorbs Solvents, Water-Based

Liquids, Oils, Acids, Caustics and
Non-Aggressive Spills

4 Cleans Spills in a Flash and

Catches Drips From Machinery in
Those Hard-to-Reach Places

4 Stays Together, Even When Fully
Saturated, For Easy Clean-Up

4 Perfect for Industrial Applications
...setting performance
standards worldwide...

in Demanding Environments
Where Durability is Most Important

APPLICATIONS
SUKUP JR’s are great for the general purpose
cleaning of spills and leaks. Their treated polypropylene layers are bonded for strength and durability.
They absorb just about anything - solvents, oils,
water-based liquids, caustics and acids. Put them
on and around equipment for light spills, leaks and
drips. Place them where there is heavy foot traffic,
or put soiled parts and tools on them. SUKUP JR’s
put an end to costly and messy absorbents, such as
clay granules, rags, cardboard, etc. Place SUKUP
JR’s wherever there are leaks and spills, or wherever
they may occur. Once fully saturated, just pick up
and remove the SUKUP JR along with the mess.

DIRECTIONS
Place SUKUP JR’s wherever there are leaks and
spills, or wherever they may occur. Once the pad
is fully saturated, just pick up the SUKUP JR and
remove it along with the mess.

TECHNICAL DATA
Description:
Absorbency:

15” x 19” laminate pad
(100 per case)
Each pad absorbs
approximately 1 quart of
liquid (depending on viscosity)
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